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ABSTRACT
Graphical models offer a convenient framework to model vision problems like
motion estimation. The idea of modeling a pixel’s motion likelihood using Belief
Propagation (BP) in a 3D Markov Random Field (MRF) has been previously explored
by applying a message passing algorithm in a 6-connected spatio-temporal
neighborhood. This thesis extends that framework by considering improvements to
the inference algorithm. In particular, we extend the results of the discrete-BP
approach adopted previously to continuous-BP with parameterized compatibility
functions, and re-formulate the problem to jointly perform both approximate
inference and parameter estimation within an approximate ExpectationMaximization (EM) framework. The accuracy and efficiency of the proposed
approach is validated on simulated data and on various real-world video sequences.
Comparative results are presented for the discrete-BP and the EM-BP approaches.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an introduction to the thesis by reviewing literature and
stating the problem definition and motivation. A thesis outline is present at the end
to list the topics addressed by the following chapters.

1.1 LITERATURE REVIEW
Over the past few years, progress has been made in formulating computer vision
problems using graphical models. These are probabilistic models defined on a graph
where nodes represent random variables and edges describe statistical
dependencies of those random variables. The graph may be directed like in the case
of a Bayesian network or undirected like a Markov Random Field (MRF). Graphical
models provide a powerful tool for representing relationships between variables
and for processing observed data. They also offer a useful mathematical framework
for designing inference algorithms to make decisions under uncertainty. One of the
existing challenges in vision is coming up with efficient algorithms for performing
approximate inference in MRFs. ‘Inference’ here refers to calculating marginals
using Bayes’ rule. Thus, the problem addressed by the inference algorithms is
generally referred to as ‘Bayesian inference in graphical models’. Belief Propagation
(BP) is one such popular inference algorithm used to solve graphical models. Other
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algorithms include graph cuts [4], [28], sampling based Monte-Carlo algorithms and
variational methods [18].
Pearl was the first person to advocate the use of Belief Propagation in graphical
networks in 1988 although variants of his results were previously shown. In [25]
Pearl derived that when there exists only a single path between any two nodes in a
graph, the BP algorithm converges to the exact posterior probabilities of the hidden
variables given the observed variables. Although he couldn’t prove the exactconvergence for graphs with loops, he believed that the beliefs converged to the
posteriors approximately and famously left this task for his students as an
assignment to complete [34]. A lot of work has been done on this topic since then
[31], [32], [29] and efforts are still being made to completely solve this “homework
problem”.
Why Belief Propagation?
The biggest advantage of using an inference algorithm like BP on a graphical model
is that approximate solutions to an NP hard problem [27] can be found in
Polynomial time. In particular, if k is the number of nodes in a graph, n is the
number of states that can be assigned to a hidden variable and T is the number of
iterations of the inference algorithm, we have the following computation times:
Explicit evaluation of marginal densities for a single node: O(nk)
Explicit evaluation of marginal densities for all k nodes: O(knk)
Evaluation of marginal densities using BP: O(kn2T)
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Lot of recent developments have been made to further speed up BP. One approach is
state pruning i.e. cutting down the number of possible state labels during the BP
process. This method is adopted by Ramanan & Forsyth in [26] and Coughlan &
Huiying in [6]. In [7], Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher come up with efficient BP
techniques using min convolution, bi-partite graphs and multi-grid methods that
reduce the computation time from O(n2) to close to O(n).
Other than the computational advantage of BP as an inference algorithm, the other
advantage of using BP is of course the guarantee of exact-convergence for singlyconnected graphs as shown by Pearl in [25]. This result might be of reduced
practical significance considering most images are invariably modeled as graphs
with loops. But in [31], Weiss extended Pearl’s results to show that while BP might
only be optimal for trees and graphical models with a single loop, its results can be
expected to work reasonably well for graphs with multiple loops. A famous example
for such an exceptionally good result is the performance of Turbo codes in
communications [1].
Applications of Belief Propagation in vision
Belief Propagation has found a wide array of applications in vision. One such
application is stereo matching. In [17], the authors formulate a probabilistic stereo
model that can be efficiently solved using a Bayesian BP algorithm. [35] integrates
the ideas of color-weighted correlation and occlusion handling with a repeated
application of hierarchical BP algorithm. Tappen and Freeman undertake a
comparative study of Graph Cuts and BP for stereo application using identical MRF
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parameters [28]. Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher also validate their speed up
techniques for BP by presenting results for a stereo image pair [7].
BP algorithms have also been successfully applied for super-resolution. Freeman,
Pasztor, et al. have come up with a fast, training-based super-resolution algorithm
that exploits neighborhood relationships in a Markov network and uses BP to
estimate high frequency patch values in a single image frame [9], [10]. The results
are extended by other authors to super-resolution from multiple images in a nonparametric BP framework in [12].
Another popular application where BP algorithms are becoming increasingly
prevalent is in motion estimation. MRFs are a suitable framework to model motion
likelihood because it becomes easy to specify a spatio-temporal neighborhood for
the BP algorithm to work on. [19] outlines such a scheme where a 3D neighborhood
of pixels is modeled for motion detection and lip segmentation. Yin and Collins also
use such a framework for moving object detection using discrete BP [40]. In [11],
spatial and temporal information are combined to form motion energy images, on
which Bayesian inference using BP is performed for automatic inference of upper
body motion. Other common applications of BP include image restoration [7] and
shape matching [6].

1.2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
This thesis has a two-fold objective:
1. To come up with an efficient Belief Propagation algorithm for motion
estimation that serves as a natural extension of discrete-BP to the continuous
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observation case. In particular, the goal is to set up a framework where the
parameters of the compatibility functions of the MRF are learned rather than
specified a priori.
2. To study and establish the generality of the approach by empirically
comparing results for different frameworks using simulated examples as well
as testing it on challenging real-world scenarios.

1.3 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Yin and Collins [40] describe a framework where a pixel’s motion likelihood is
estimated by spatio-temporal belief propagation in a 3D MRF. Each pixel is a node
with hidden states (motion, no-motion) that is connected to its 4 spatial and 2
temporal neighbors. The observed value at the data nodes associated with each
pixel are given by the result of binary motion detection through inter-frame
differencing. The belief value at each node is quantized and described as a
probability mass function over {1, 2, … C}. This C-state discrete distribution is used
to characterize the joint compatibility function between the observed data and the
hidden state. An impulse is used to represent motion and a uniform distribution for
no-motion in the data nodes. The Pott’s model is used to represent pairwise
compatibility between neighboring nodes.
The approach adopted in [40] was shown to work well for different tracking
scenarios. However, we have identified some shortcomings that can be addressed to
improve the framework. Firstly, we claim that the observed data obtained using
frame differencing should not be discretized into binary values, as this throws away
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information about the confidence of an observed intensity change. Furthermore, the
rationale behind thresholding can also be questioned in the light that different
thresholding algorithms lead to different change detection results, which might lead
the BP algorithm to converge to correspondingly different beliefs.
Secondly, the Pott’s model considered in [40] has the same cost (decay) for
neighboring nodes with different states, irrespective of what the values in those
states are. It is reasonable to want the decay for a transition from a state s to s+1 to
be different from the transition from s to say, s+2. Intuitively, one would expect the
decay to be a function of the distance between the two states.
The above reasoning motivates us to come up with a framework that uses a soft
motion detection result instead of hard thresholding. Accordingly, we model the
joint compatibility function as a continuous probability density function - in our
case, a Gaussian instead of the C-state discrete probability mass function. The joint
compatibility function is such that, the larger the intensity difference in the motiondetected result, the closer its distribution gets to an impulse function. This initial
framework is ultimately changed to a new approach, proposed later in the thesis.
In addition, we work with a pairwise compatibility function which is similar
to

but the decay is exponential with the distance

between the states of two neighboring nodes. In our case, the nodes are binary
states representing “no-motion” and “motion”.
are presented in Chapter 2.

Results from this initial framework
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So far, we have considered compatibility functions expressed as a discrete pmf or
probability density with pre-defined parameter values. We can run simulations with
different parameter values and the experimental results give an idea of the
suitability of each choice. But, we can extend our questioning further. Why should a
compatibility function be pre-selected, if it could be learned instead? That is, to
make the approach truly general, we should learn the model parameters instead of
hypothesizing them. In Chapter 3, we present a section on the ExpectationMaximization algorithm and its relation to free energies. This chapter motivates the
use of an EM approach to estimate the parameters of the continuous MRF joint
compatibility function.

1.4 PROPOSED APPROACH
Given a soft-thresholded frame-difference, we set up a 3D MRF with joint
compatibility functions modeled by continuous Gaussian distributions and pairwise
compatibility functions characterized by a modified Pott’s model. We then perform
m iterations (where m = 1 to 5) of spatio-temporal belief propagation to compute
the motion-likelihood “beliefs”. Given these beliefs, we re-estimate the parameters
of the Gaussians using the M-step of the EM algorithm to obtain a new joint
compatibility function. We again perform m iterations of belief propagation. This
procedure is iterated until convergence. details this procedure as a flowchart. It is
expected that the performance of the proposed approach should improve with m.
Section 4.2 further describes the other parameters involved and shows the
experimental results for our proposed approach.
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Figure 1: Overview of proposed approach
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1.5 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows – Chapter 2 gives a mathematical
background for graphical models, covering Markov Random Fields and Belief
Propagation. Chapter 3 describes the relationship between the EM algorithm and
the free energies in a MRF and describes how to run a BP algorithm within an EM
framework. Chapter 4 presents the experiments performed and discusses the
results obtained. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis.

CHAPTER 2
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
This chapter provides a mathematical formulation and background for the graphical
models used in this dissertation.

2.1 MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS (MRF)
In recent times, MRFs have provided an efficient framework to theoretically model
computer vision problems. In particular, they have proved to be useful for inferring
the states of the hidden nodes. The concept of MRFs is best explained using an
example from [29].

Figure 2: An example of a simple 3 node MRF. The observed nodes are denoted by the filled blue
circles.
Figure 2 shows a simple example of an MRF. In this model, the nodes represent

random variables and the edges represent probabilistic constraints between them.
Given the values at the observed nodes as
at the hidden nodes

our goal is to infer the states

. We want to describe a probability distribution
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over the variables. Since we are looking at functions that are strictly positive (i.e.
potentials), it is helpful to express them as exponentials. Therefore, we assume a
distribution given by (1).

(

|

( )

(1)

(

Here, Z is a normalization constant called the partition function, which is often
intractable to compute. Assuming ‘pairwise-compatibility’ between nodes, we note
that each link in the graph has a corresponding energy associated with it. For this
example in Figure 2, the overall energy can be decomposed into five additive
components as shown in (2).
(

(

(

(

(

(2)

Analogously, the probability function P can be decomposed into five multiplicative
components as shown in (3).
(
(

(

(

(

models the statistical dependency between

(

(3)

and is called the joint

compatibility function. It is often referred to as the evidence for

The relation

between neighboring nodes is characterized by the pairwise compatibility function
(

.

imposes structure by encoding the compatibility of the two states of

the neighboring nodes.
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We can extend this definition of an MRF to an array of hidden state nodes
connected to an array of observed data nodes

, where N is the total

number of nodes in the graph. We call this arrangement a pairwise MRF when it
contains only pairwise cliques [39].

Figure 3 gives a graphical depiction of a

pairwise 2D MRF.

Figure 3: A square lattice of a pairwise MRF (courtesy [39]). The filled in nodes represent the
observed variable {d} and the empty nodes represent the hidden variables {s}.

For this 2D MRF, the overall joint probability is given by (4)

p({s}N,{d}N) = (∏

(

)∏

(

)

(4)

As mentioned in the previous chapter, this definition of MRF can be extended to 3D
MRFs for defining image sequences in the spatio-temporal domain [40]. A graphical
depiction of such a model is show in Figure 4. In such a model, each pixel (i,j) has a
hidden state node s(i,j,k) (depicted by the central black node) and a connected data
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node d(i,j,k) (square nodes) at a given time instant k. Thus, we can define the sixconnected neighborhood as follows:
Spatial domain - Four neighbors: (

(

Temporal domain - Two neighbors: (
Notice that such a model satisfies 1-st order Markov characteristics, i.e. any given
state node interacts with its six neighboring nodes only.

Figure 4: 3D MRF depicting the spatial and temporal interactions of a pixel and its neighbors
(courtesy [40])

The approach adopted in this thesis also uses this MRF model to represent image
sequences. More details will follow later in this chapter.

2.2 BELIEF PROPAGATION
As detailed in Section 1.1, Belief Propagation is a popular inference algorithm for
pairwise MRFs. It provides exact solution when the graph has no loops and an
approximate solution when loops are present [31].
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Consider the example shown in Figure 2 again. For the 1-D, three node graphical
structure depicted in this figure, we can try to evaluate the marginals by explicit
computation (5):
(

|
∑

(

(5)

|

Clearly, such a computation does not exploit the decomposition of the probability
distribution. Using the distributive law, we can rewrite (5) for the three node MRF
in such a way that the evaluation is done in a parallel fashion, distributed across the
nodes of the graph (6).
(

|
∑

Where

(

(

(

(

∑ (

(

{∑ (

(

(
(

(

(

(

{∑ (

(

(

(

}

(6)

}

denots a “message” passed from a node a to node b in the 1D graph.

Note that for ‘end’ nodes the incoming message could be seen as 1, since there are
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no further neighbors. Accordingly, for the 1-D example,
from an ‘end node’ does not have the same form as

(
(

the message

, the message from

the center node. Similarly, we can derive the expression for the 2D case and the
expression is given by the first equation in (7).
This kind of recursive inference outlines the working of a message passing
algorithm, in particular the sum-product BP algorithm when we extend (6) for MRFs
defined over more than one dimension.
2.2.1 VARIANTS OF BP – SUM PRODUCT & MAX PRODUCT
The sum-product algorithm:
Pearl originally used the name ‘belief update’ to describe the scheme adopted for
computing the belief function. The belief update rules are given by (7) if the hidden
node takes values on a discrete space and (8) if it is continuous.

(

(

∑

(

∏

(
(

(7)
(

∏

(
(

(

∫

(

(

)

∏

(
(

(8)
(

∏

(
(
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c is a normalization constant that ensures all the beliefs sum to one. BP can be
visualized as a ‘noisy-neighbor’ algorithm in which each hidden node Si sends a
message

( ) (as defined in the equation) to its neighboring node Sj with the

information of what it thinks the state in Sj should be. These messages can be
interpreted as likelihoods and the dimensionality of a message is same as the
dimensionality of a hidden node. Generally, messages are initialized with constant
values (all ones) or a random initialization and the BP algorithm computes its values
iteratively in a self-consistent manner using a suitable message update scheme.
Figure 5 depicts the message passing scheme in a node and Figure 6 illustrates the

same in a network.

Figure 5: Message computation for a single node in the MRF. Computation is carried out
according to the first equation in (7).
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Figure 6: An illustration of the messages passed between nodes in BP.

Getting back to the problem definition, we note that the objective of “inferring states
of the hidden nodes” can have two interpretations [29]. One objective is to calculate
the marginals, i.e. calculate the probability that a hidden node belongs to a
particular state given all the evidence – e.g. (

|

. This value is approximated

by the ‘belief function’ computed from the BP algorithm. Another related objective is
to find the most likely sequence of states for the nodes that maximizes the joint
probability distribution (

|

. A variant of message passing called max-product

algorithm can efficiently solve this problem formulation.
The max-product/min-sum algorithm:
It is worth stating here that we could set the value of each random variable to the
state that maximizes its belief function, which corresponds to a MAP state solution
that seeks to minimize the number of individual nodes with incorrect labeling.
However, the posterior probability of the joint distribution may still not be
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maximized. This motivates the use of the max-product algorithm which aims to
calculate the set of variable values that maximize the joint posterior. This is done by
replacing the summation in sum-product with a max operation as shown in (9).
Thus, given all the possible state values, the max operation chooses the state with
maximum belief value and assigns this belief value as the belief computed at this
node.
(

(

(

∏

(
(

(9)
(

∏

(
(

The authors in [33] prove that the arg max assignment based on max-product
algorithm gives the MAP “array” solution for graphs without loops and converges to
the local maxima of the posterior for graphs with arbitrary topology. However, this
algorithm converges less often than the sum-product algorithm in general, so we
use the sum-product algorithm in our approach. Also note that by taking the
negative logarithm of the original MRF equation, the max-product algorithm can be
expressed as min-sum (10). The min-sum formulation is useful because it also
corresponds to the definition of an energy function [7].
𝐸(

…

…

∑− g (
(

)

∑−

g (

(10)
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Thus, the MAP labeling of states given by this algorithm is also the configuration
with minimum energy.
Performance in graphs with specific topologies:
Singly-connected graphs: For chains, trees and other graphical models with only
one path between any two nodes (no loops), Pearl showed that both the sumproduct (belief update) and the max-product (belief revision) algorithms converge
to exact values [25], [29]. In particular, the max-product algorithm converges to a
unique fixed point, regardless of the initial conditions, and this assignment
corresponds to a global MAP assignment. Analogously, the solution given by the
sum-product algorithm corresponds to the MAP state solution for a given node.
Graphs with single loops: [29] characterizes the results for graphs with a single
loop into two categories – those cases for which both the sum-product and maxproduct are guaranteed to give the correct decoding and the cases where only the
max-product algorithm is guaranteed to give the correct decoding.
For networks including a single-loop with binary valued nodes, the probabilities
computed by the sum-product algorithm will be wrong, but the beliefs are always
are on the correct side of 0.5 and correct decoding is guaranteed. That is, the
assignment that maximizes the loopy beliefs also maximizes the true beliefs,
although the confidence of that assignment will be incorrect for the loopy beliefs.
Further, a correction term (based on the rate of convergence) can be applied to the
incorrect beliefs to match the true values. However, for cases where the state
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variables can take more than two values, the relationship between the actual beliefs
and calculated beliefs is only approximate. On the other hand, the results for the
max-product algorithm are independent of factors like dimensionality of the state
space and length of the loop. If the max-product algorithm converges, it is
guaranteed to give the most likely state sequence. In either case, the rate of
convergence is determined by a ratio of the two largest eigenvalues of the message
received by a node after steady-state has been reached. Furthermore, the faster the
rate of convergence, the smaller will be the approximation error for the belief
updates.
Gaussian graphical models: For a Gaussian graphical model, the joint distribution
over all nodes is a Gaussian. Since Gaussians are unimodal, the sum-product
algorithm is equivalent to the max-product algorithm for such a graphical model of
any arbitrary topology. In [32], Weiss and Freeman summarize the set of
equivalencies between single loop networks and Gaussian networks with multiple
loops. In both the cases, the means at individual nodes are guaranteed to be correct,
but the confidence around that mean is generally incorrect. Additionally, a fast
convergence implies a good approximation of the belief values.
Graphs with arbitrary topology (multiple loops): For arbitrary graphical models,
it has been shown [33] that the solution given by the max-product algorithm closely
approximates the global MAP solution. Specifically, the label assigned to a node by
the max-product BP algorithm is a ‘neighborhood maximum’ of the posterior
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probability over a large region around that node. The performance of both these
algorithms has been studied on turbo codes [29], an application where loopy BP has
been found to perform phenomenally well. It has been surmised that amongst the
convergent cases, the max-product algorithm outperforms the sum-product
algorithm. But the max-product algorithm converges less often than the latter,
making its overall performance in decoding inferior.
2.2.2 MESSAGE UPDATE SCHEDULE
Another important decision to be made while implementing the BP algorithm is the
choice of the message update schedule. The message update schedule determines
how the message computed at a given node reaches its neighboring node. There are
two common choices for the update schedule – synchronous and asynchronous
update schedule.
Synchronous update schedule: In a synchronous update schedule, all the
messages are updated in parallel. First, the individual messages from each node to
its neighbor are computed. Then, the messages are delivered to each node at once.
These delivered messages are then used to compute the next round of messages.
Asynchronous update schedule: In this method, one message is updated at a time.
Typically, messages are updated in one direction alone and the nodes are
immediately updated. This form of message updating has been referred to as
‘accelerated updating’ [28]. The procedure is repeated for all directions resulting in
an up-down-left-right message passing schedule when the graph is a 2D pixel grid.
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This is illustrated in Figure 7. Tappen and Freeman [28] claim that this method
leads to faster convergence of the BP algorithm since it takes only one iteration for
the message to be propagated from one end of the image to another. By the same
argument, this schedule has been found to be efficient on trees and chains.

Figure 7: Schematic illustrating the accelerated message update schedule (Courtesy [40])

2.3 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AN INITIAL APPROACH
Having given the necessary mathematical background on graphical models, this
section of this master’s thesis provides details on the mathematical formulation of
the initial BP approach adopted. This approach aims to extend the discrete – BP
framework provided by the authors in [40]. Details about specific components in
the framework are given below:
MRF network: The approach uses the same MRF model as adopted in [40]. Thus,
each node is connected to four spatial and two temporal neighbors in a threedimensional neighborhood as shown in Figure 4. However, there is a difference in
the selection of the values at the data nodes. While [40] uses a binary image
obtained by frame-differencing and hard thresholding, our approach uses a soft
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motion detection result. Therefore, while the data nodes take on discrete binary
values in [40], here they take on continuous values. Figure 8 illustrates this
difference.

Figure 8: (Top) Synthesized image (Center): Hard motion detection result (Bottom) Soft motion
detection result.
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Note that, even though we use the term continuous values, the values are only
“approximately continuous” since pixel intensities are integers between 0 and 255,
and the frame difference values are integers between -255 and 255. Even if the
intensities are scaled to be between 0 and 1, there are only 512 values that the
frame difference can take.
Compatibility function selection: There are two kinds of compatibility functions
we need to define.
i)

The pairwise compatibility function

(

defined over neighbors in

the graphical model. This function was given by the Pott’s model (11) in
[40]. Assuming a C-state distribution and using
candidate at node

to denote the p-th state

, we have:

(

)

{
(11)

−
−
Following the model used by Miller and Zhao in [21], we adopt a pairwise compatibility function similar to (11), with an exponential cost
given by (12).

(

)

{

(12)
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While

could take integer values in {1,…,C} in the original approach, they

were binary encoded in our initial approach.
ii)

The joint-compatibility function
a node

(

that describes the ‘evidence’ at

In [40], since the data nodes were binary valued, this was given

by (13).

(

)

{

(13)
(

)

In our initial approach, we look to propagate Gaussian distributions as
messages instead of discrete C-state distributions. Thus, the new jointcompatibility function is given by (14).
(

( |

N(
(14)

( −
Note that a different Gaussian model is used for the final approach
proposed later in Section 3.2.
This initial approach of modeling the joint-compatibility function using
continuous distributions is along the lines of the formulation made using
discrete distributions in [40]. When the frame difference value has a large
magnitude,

has a value close to 1 (mean), and 1-

(variance) becomes

very small (close to 0). Thus, the distribution is close to an impulse
function at 1. Correspondingly, when no frame difference is observed,
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=0, the variance is large (for

1) and the distribution closely models

a uniform distribution. This formulation follows from our understanding
that if higher intensity values are observed in the frame difference, we
can represent the evidence of motion with greater confidence (impulselike distribution) but if no intensity value is observed, the pixel could still
be a motion or non-motion pixel with equal probability (uniform
distribution).

here is a tuning parameter to control the precision of our

evidence. We incorporate it to ensure that for data values close to zero,
the Gaussian distribution does closely match a uniform distribution.
Figure 11 illustrates the distributions for the joint-compatibility function
for various data values. Figure 12 depicts the distributions when

also

varies as a function of d.
BP Algorithm: Given this framework, we could calculate the belief function for a
hidden node

where

can take continuous values and we can compute the beliefs

using the sum-product algorithm for the continuous nodes. But since our primary
interest is to only classify the nodes as motion or no-motion, we model the hidden
states as binary-valued nodes.
Figure 10 shows the results of this initial model evaluated for a single image frame.

Using the sum of square differences metric for convergence, we observe that it takes
25 iterations for the belief values to converge, while it takes less than 3 iterations to
obtain the same results using the approaches compared later in Section 4.2.
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As already mentioned in section 1.3, this approach only uses predefined
compatibility functions. So, we reformulate this approach to a more general
approach where we parameterize and learn the parameters of these functions. The
following chapter provides an insight into how to establish this more general
approach.

Figure 9: Belief images for a single image frame obtained using "continuous" BP approach

Figure 10: SSD score between ground truth and segmented image over multiple iterations of
"continuous" BP
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Figure 11: Joint compatibility function for various data values and a given alpha.
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Figure 12: Joint compatibility function for varying data and alpha values

CHAPTER 3
BELIEF PROPAGATION IN AN EXPECTATION – MAXIMIZATION
LIKE FRAMEWORK
The problem of assigning optimal states to hidden nodes in MRFs using the
algorithms described so far can be seen as a pure labeling problem. However, as
motivated earlier, it serves our purpose well to parameterize the compatibility
functions of these models. Ideally, we would like to then perform joint parameter
estimation and labeling. However, it has been acknowledged that each of these
problems can be a challenge in their own regard [21]. Therefore, in line with the
argument provided in [21], we first assume the MRF parameters are known and
seek to solve the labeling problem. Then, we look to incorporate both the labeling
and parameter estimation techniques into a unified Expectation -Maximization (EM)
framework. This chapter presents the necessary background on the EM algorithm,
how it is used for parameter estimation and details how the BP algorithm can be
successfully incorporated into an EM-like framework.
The idea of using an EM framework to estimate parameters of a graphical model
might be new in the area of vision, but this has been previously explored by other
authors in general. Hsu, et al. first came up with a scheme of using EM to find likely
assignments for solving the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) in [14]. They also
came up with a convergent alternative to loopy BP using EM in [15]. Heskes, et al.
talk about Approximate EM for maximum likelihood learning of Bayesian networks
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with approximate inference using BP [13]. In [22], the authors view the EM
algorithm from a perspective that is analogous to the concept of “free energy” and
Kullback-Liebler divergence. The developments presented in the next section reemphasize the results obtained in these papers.

3.1 THE EXPECTATION-MAXIMIZATION (EM) ALGORITHM
The EM algorithm is a popular method in statistics, computer vision and machine
learning to find the maximum likelihood (ML) or the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimate of the parameters of a given probabilistic model with hidden variables. As
suggestive of its name, the algorithm alternates iteratively between two steps:
i)

E-step: In this step, the expectation of the log-likelihood of the hidden
variables given the observed variables and current parameter set is
calculated.

ii)

M-step: Given the expected log-likelihood, this step computes a new set of
parameters that will maximize (or atleast increase) this likelihood.

To provide a mathematical description of the algorithm, consider the set of
observed variables D, hidden variables S and unknown parameter values . Then,
the likelihood function is given by:
(

(

|

(15)

Optimizing this directly can be difficult. The EM algorithm seeks to iteratively
maximize the logarithm of this likelihood through a set of E (expectation) and M
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(maximization) steps. First, the algorithm starts with an initial assumption of
parameter values

(

for . The E-step is performed to calculate the expected value

of the log-likelihood under the conditional distribution of S given D for the current
parameters

(

(16).
( |

(

)

𝐸(

g (

|

(

(

g (

)

(16)

𝐸(

|

)

|

Using these computed values for the hidden variables, we can update the current
estimate of

(

to

(

in the M-step (17).
(

The procedure then iterates using

( |
(

(

(17)

for the next E step. It has been established

that using this algorithm guarantees the increase of the likelihood function of the
observed data with each iteration. The algorithm is typically run until convergence.
Now, let us briefly revisit the mathematical formulation of the pairwise MRF
described in Section 2.1. Rewriting the parameterized version of (4) by including
parameters in the compatibility functions, we have:
p({s}N,{d}N

= (∏

(

)∏

(

)

(18)

Substituting the expression in (18) for the likelihood function in (15), we get a new,
simplified E-step defined for our parameterized model of the MRF (19).
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( |

(

)

𝐸(

𝐸(

(

|

∑ g

(

|

)

)

g (

− g

|

∑ g

(

)

(19)

(

Since this expression accounts for the structural decomposition of the MRF, it is
easier to evaluate the likelihood in this case. In fact, as stated in the beginning of the
section, the aim of the E-step is to calculate the expected log-likelihood for the
hidden variables S¸ given the observation D and the current parameter set

(

Referring back to (19), we can re-write the equation by taking the expectation inside
the right-hand side and considering the three terms in the sum.
Z is the normalization constant and taking its expectation gives a constant value.
Consider the second term:
𝐸(

(

|

∑

∑

)

∑ g

(

(

)

)

g* (

)

−

( − (

))+

(from

the

definitions of pairwise compatibility function in [21], equation (12))
Using the Mean-Field Approximation [21], [30], [42], this becomes:
∑∑

(

( )

g* (

)

−

( − (

))+

(20)
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The third term becomes:
𝐸(

|

(

)

(

∑ g

(21)
∑∑ (

We know

(

marginal ( |

g

(

is given by the sum-product algorithm, which approximates the true
at the pixel.

Thus, with two levels of approximation mentioned above, our BP algorithm can
approximately evaluate the true likelihood function in the E-step. Note that once the
inference in the E-step is performed, estimating the new parameter values using the
M-step becomes straightforward if we assume a convenient family of distribution
for the compatibility functions. In fact, later on in this chapter we provide closedform expressions for these parameters when the joint-compatibility function is a
Gaussian distribution.
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3.2 MOVING OBJECT DETECTION IN AN EM – BP FRAMEWORK
This section provides details on the proposed EM - BP approach for performing
moving object detection. A brief description of an initial model used for the same
objective was already provided in Section 2.3. This approach builds on that
framework.
MRF network: This approach uses the same MRF network described in section 2.3
i.e. hidden nodes described in a spatio-temporal neighborhood and values of the
data nodes given by a soft motion detection result.
Compatibility function selection:
1.

The pairwise compatibility function

(

) is the same as the function

used in Section 2.3, i.e.

(

)

{

(22)

Since the hidden nodes can take only one of the two state values finally
(motion or no-motion), the role of the decay parameter

is underplayed

here. In the experiments, we proceed by simply choosing a suitable value
for

instead of estimating/learning it. An important extension of the

model would be learning the decay parameter using factors like velocity,
object size, texture and lag for applications where the hidden state takes
on more than two values.
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2.

The joint-compatibility function

(

is different from the previous

approach, since the functions are represented using a parameterized
form. The ‘evidence’ for motion/no-motion at a node

is parameterized

by the mean and variance of the two Gaussians given by:
(

(

(

)

( |

)

(

(

(

)
(23)

(

(
where

(

)

( |

)

(

(

(

)

is the joint compatibility function expressed for ‘no-motion’ and

for ‘motion’.

are the set of parameters that are updated

iteratively with every iteration (t) through the M-step of the EM
algorithm.
BP Algorithm: The sum-product BP algorithm is used to calculate the value of the
belief function for this approach. After calculating, the beliefs are normalized and
the M-step calculates the new set of parameters for the joint-compatibility function
using these normalized beliefs. It can be shown that for Gaussian distributions, the
newly estimated parameters can be solved for in closed form as shown in (24).
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are not explicitly used in our formulation, it is

useful to compute them to estimate how many pixels were classified as motion and
non-motion.
Given, this mathematical formulation of our complete approach, the following
chapter presents the results of the experiments performed using this framework for
performing moving object detection.

CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 EXPERIMENTS ON SIMULATED DATA
This chapter presents experimental results on video sequences for moving object
detection. First, to validate the accuracy of our approach and study its convergence,
the approach is tested on randomly generated Gaussian data. We generate a 100 x
100 synthetic image with two Gaussian distributions corresponding to the
foreground and background. In this particular example we consider a moving
foreground patch of 10 x 10 pixels with a known mean and standard deviation:
(

(

. The mean and standard deviation for the background patch

were assumed to be (

(

Figure 13a shows the foreground object

moving across eight frames and Figure 13b shows the corresponding belief images
obtained using the proposed method. It is observed that the EM-based BP approach
easily detects the moving object in just one to two iterations.
The experiment with the synthesized data was repeated for one hundred trials in
order to study the accuracy of the approach. In each trial, the foreground and
background were classified with an accuracy of 98% (i.e. 98 pixels classified
correctly out of 100, 2 pixels misclassified). Further, the means and standard
deviations calculated also converged close to their true values, as shown by the
histograms in Figure 14 and Figure 15.
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Figure 13: (Left) Randomly generated Gaussian data (Right) Moving object detected using
proposed approach.
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Figure 14: Histogram of the estimated mean and standard deviation for the background over 100
trials
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Figure 15: Histogram of the estimated mean and standard deviation for the foreground over 100
trials
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For our experiment with simulated data, a sum-product BP algorithm with
asynchronous message update was used. No pre-processing steps were involved
and the means and variances were randomly initialized.
For this simulated example, it was further verified that increasing

in the pairwise

compatibility function to a value ~ 10 from 1 improved the classification accuracy to
100%. This can be explained by the argument that for neighboring pixels to be
“compatible” they need to have the same states for a large value of

Since all the

neighbors of the misclassified interior pixels are classified correctly as “motion”
pixels, the misclassified pixels also get labeled as “motion” pixels.

4.2 EXPERIMENTS ON REAL DATA SEQUENCES
The results for the simulated data serve as a proof of concept that the proposed
approach indeed offers fast, accurate results for moving object detection. To show
the generality of our approach, we validate the results by testing them on real-world
video sequences. The approach adopted here is similar to the previous case, but a
pre-processing step is performed in addition for every frame before running the BP
algorithm and estimating the parameters using the M-step.
4.2.1 PREPROCESSING

Since we are dealing with soft motion detection results obtained using framedifferencing, our data sequences can be noisy. Smoothing by filtering may not be a
general solution to this problem as it depends on the nature of noise present. Using
morphological operations at a pixel level can be effective but might also prove to be
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costly.

Therefore, we perform pre-processing by running one iteration of the

‘continuous’ BP approach proposed initially. Since we perform this in a spatiotemporal neighborhood and each neighbor contributes to what it thinks the value in
the given node must be, we end up with a “restored” estimate of the difference
image. The resulting image with belief values can be treated as beliefs at the initial
time instant.
Another major advantage of using this preprocessing method is that it provides
ready initial estimates for the mean and variance of our joint-compatibility function.
Since most frame differences have sparse values (i.e. predominantly a zero
background), the values of these parameters are generally very low and it is not
easy to start with a reasonably close initial guess for them. The pre-processing
procedure ensures the joint-compatibility function and the hence the messages
passed in the first iteration are appropriate. Note that there may be several other
methods of efficient initialization and pre-processing and the suggested method is
only one such approach.
An additional procedure to be done for real data sequences is the normalization of
the joint-compatibility function values for motion and no-motion states. This is
necessary because the means and variance for both the distributions take on similar,
low values and can be discriminated only if we normalize them. Figure 16 shows the
belief image obtained for a frame difference without performing these two steps.
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Figure 17 illustrates both these issues with an example from a single frame in a real

data sequence. It presents the values obtained for the joint-compatibility function
(

under four different cases. In each of these cases, the first column in Figure 17

depicts the

values for “no-motion” and the second column for “motion”.

Figure 16: Belief image obtained using EM-BP approach without any preprocessing

i)

Original frame difference, no
case, the

normalization (Figure 17.a-b): In this

estimates are noisy and not representative of the model for

the moving objects.
ii)

Original frame difference with

normalization (Figure 17.c-d): The

moving objects are appropriately characterized in both the columns
(lower beliefs for no-motion and higher beliefs for motion), but the values
are still noisy even after normalization.
iii)

Preprocessed image data, no

normalization (Figure 17 .e-f): The

values are smooth, but the evidence for motion and no-motion are similar
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(a) No preprocessing, No norm (No-Motion)

(b) No preprocessing, No norm (Motion)

(c) No Preprocessing, Normalized (No-Motion)

(d) No Preprocessing, Normalized (Motion)

(e) Preprocessed, No Norm (No-Motion)

(f) Preprocessed, No Norm (Motion)

(g) Preprocessed, Normalized (No-Motion)

(h) Preprocessed, Normalized (Motion)

Figure 17: Effect of preprocessing and normalization on the joint-compatibility function values.
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iv)

Preprocessed image data with

normalization (Figure 17.g-h): Smooth

values are obtained by preprocessing. These values are normalized to
ensure the moving objects and the background are appropriately
represented in both columns.
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4.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Having performed preprocessing as described above, we perform an iteration of
spatio-temporal BP followed by estimating the parameters of the joint-compatibility
function using (30). Typically, this procedure is iterated until convergence of the
means and variance, which generally corresponds to two to four iterations of
parameter estimation.
To demonstrate our results, we use three datasets. All the three datasets track
people under different scenarios. The first sequence is taken at night after a football
game outside Beaver stadium at Pennsylvania State University (150 frames of
720x480 images). The next two sequences are taken from the OTCBVS Benchmark
Dataset Collection1. (Seq 5b: 1450 frames of 320x240 images, Seq 1b: 2960 frames
of 320x240 images) The following figures depict the results of the approach for
three different frames for each data set. The first row (A) shows the original data for
three different frames (15, 40 & 65 for the first, 60, 650 & 725 for the second, 200,
275 & 520 for the third dataset). The second row (B) contains the frame differences
corresponding to the data. Row three (C) contains the results of discrete BP for the
three frames, and row four (D), the results of our approach. Finally, row five (E)
shows the contours of the belief image overlaid on the original image data. (These
contours might not be visible in a black-white print).
1.

IEEE OTCBVS WS Series Bench; J. Davis and V. Sharma, "Background-Subtraction using Contourbased Fusion of Thermal and Visible Imagery," Computer Vision and Image Understanding, Vol
106, No. 2-3, 2007, pp. 162-182.
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 18: Results for the 'white out' data sequence taken outside the Beaver stadium. (A) Data
from 15, 40 & 65th frame. (B)Corresponding frame differences (C) Results of discrete BP (D)
Results of ‘EM-BP’ approach (E) Resulting belief image of D overlaid on data in A.
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 19: Results for the OTCBVS benchmark dataset, sequence 5b. (A) Data from 60, 650 &
725th frame. (B)Corresponding frame differences (C) Results of discrete BP (D) Results of ‘EMBP’ approach (E) Resulting belief image of D overlaid on data in A.
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 20: Results for the OTCBVS benchmark dataset, sequence 1b. (A) Data from 200, 275 &
520h frame. (B)Corresponding frame differences (C) Results of discrete BP (D) Results of ‘EMBP’ approach (E) Resulting belief image of D overlaid on data in A.
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The results presented from the three datasets demonstrate successful moving object
detection using our method. In particular, we can compare the results obtained
with that of discrete BP (C = 2) and observe that our approach produces better
belief estimates in most cases. This is evident from Figure 19 C and D, for example.
Each of these sequences presents its own challenges – detecting motion at night,
detection when the motion is non-uniform and changes direction and detection
under moving shadows and varying illumination. These results form a ‘qualitative’
description of the proposed method. In the following section, we explore the role
played by the parameters of our model and quantify the results using standard
evaluation metrics.

4.2.3 ROLE OF PARAMETERS
The parameters in our model are: i) mean and variance for the joint-compatibility
functions (

ii) Number of spatio-temporal BP iterations (m); iii)

the

tuning parameter for the decay of the Potts model. The frame ‘lag’ value chosen for
frame differencing can also be considered as a parameter since it determines the
data the BP algorithm works on. If the time difference (lag) between frames
generating the inter-frame difference result is very small, we may not get a complete
outline of large, slow moving objects. If the lag is large, the localization may not be
accurate and we would require a tracking algorithm. However, determining the
ideal lag value is not a part of our formulation here. In our experiments, a lag of two
frames was found to be appropriate for all three datasets.
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Parameter

in the Potts model is a hyper-parameter and learning its value is not

trivial. Since, we have only binary state nodes in our model, we proceed by assuming
a suitable value of

and that our Potts model is given by the 2x2 matrix:

[1 exp(-1); exp(-1) 1]. As an addition to this experiment, we could study the
performance of our approach while increasing the value of theta.
The number of spatio-temporal BP iterations m can take a value of 1 or 2 and results
are presented in Section 4.2.4 in terms of sensitivity and accuracy to illustrate its
role.
The most important parameters of this model are

- the means and

variances of the motion/no-motion joint-compatibility function. In our procedure,
convergence of the framework is synonymous to convergence of these parameters
in the M-step and their values are self-obtained. Typically, we observe up to three
iterations i.e. three re-estimations of the parameters using (29). The means were
observed to converge faster to their final values than the variances. It should be
noted that the value of the variance plays a significant role in the representation of
the belief image, i.e. even if the means are correct, a reasonable (

) value is

important for getting accurate beliefs. Figure 21 shows this with an example from the
‘white out’ sequence. It shows the belief results for three iterations. At the end of
each iteration, the parameters are re-estimated. Even if the mean values are
reasonably consistent, the results vary every step because of (

).
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Iteration 1.

Iteration 2.

Iteration 3.
Figure 21: Parameter estimates corresponding to belief values every iteration
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Given the final belief values after convergence, we then perform MAP state
assignment to the nodes, i.e. each node is assigned the state with maximum belief
value. With this binary ‘belief-image’, we are now in a position to evaluate factors
like accuracy and sensitivity with respect to the ground truth. The following section
describes this in more detail.

4.2.4 EVALUATION SCHEME
This section provides quantitative evaluation results on the accuracy of our
approach and its sensitivity to the number of spatio-temporal BP iterations.
Comparative results are also provided for the discrete BP case.
Ground truth values: In order to perform evaluation on the datasets, we need the
ground truth information about the moving objects. In our scheme, the ground truth
data is obtained by manually labeling the moving object for sequence 5b in the
OTCBVS dataset. This sequence is 726 frame differences long and we select 18
frames for labeling, each 40 frames apart from each other. If the moving object is
ambiguous in a given frame, e.g. due to occlusion, only parts of the body move, etc.,
we replace it with suitable nearby frames. Once all the appropriate frames are
labeled, we show the ground truth object of interest with cyan color.
Metrics for evaluation: We use the same scheme adopted by Yin and Collins [41]
for evaluation, as shown in Figure 22. Let H (hit) and TN (true negatives) denote the
set of all the pixels for a given frame classified as moving object and background
respectively, according to both the ground truth and our belief-image.
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Let M (miss) denote the set of all pixels classified as moving object by the ground
truth, but missed by the belief-image. And lastly, let F (false alarm) denote the set of
all pixels not belonging to the object but classified as a moving object by the beliefimage. Then, we have the terms hit rate (HR), miss rate (MR) and false positive rate
(FPR) and false discovery rate (FDR) defined as follows:

−

(30)

To characterize our results, we will use the hit rate (true positives) and false
positive/discovery rates (false positives).

F

BELIEF IMAGE
Figure 22: Evaluation metrics

H

M

GROUND TRUTH
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Figure 23: Flow chart explaining the generation of a Hit-Miss-False Alarm weight image.

Generating an H-M-F weight image: Having obtained the belief-images and the
ground-truth data, our aim is to now obtain a hit-miss-false positives image whose
weights are color coded according to the color scheme in Figure 22. To do this, we
follow the procedure outlined in Figure 23. First, we threshold the belief-image into
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binary weights and then convert it to a three-channel image as follows: The red and
green channels each contain the binary weights. The blue channel is an array of ones.
Similarly, we manipulate the three-channel ground truth image by making the red
channel an array of ones. The green and blue channels contain the binary mask of
the original ground truth data. The resulting weight image is obtained by pixel-wise
logical “and” of the belief-image and the ground truth data. The result is a color
where red, white and blue pixels represent false alarm, hit and miss respectively.
Therefore, the hit rate and false discovery rate can be calculated by simply counting
the number of pixels of each color. Note that, to calculate the true negative pixels, we
simply count the pixels with a value zero in both the belief and ground truth image.
Using this scheme, results from the proposed approach (m = 1 to 5) and the discrete
BP method (C = 2 to 10) were evaluated for 18 data frames. Table 1 presents these
results for 15 data frames. The first column shows the hand labeled ground truth
and the second column contains the color-coded image.

Hit rates and false

discovery rates are provided in column three for the proposed approach for a binary
threshold of 0.5 when the value of the parameter m is 1 and the number of discrete
states ‘C’ in the discrete BP approach is 2.
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EM

–

BP Discrete BP

(m=1)

(C = 2)

HR: 0.80

HR: 0.76

FDR: 0.41

FDR: 0.46

HR: 0.93

HR: 0.87

FDR: 0.41

FDR: 0.47

HR: 0.46

HR: 0.43

FDR: 0.39

FDR: 0.47

HR: 0.48

HR: 0.48

FDR: 0.37

FDR: 0.41

HR: 0.85

HR: 0.78

FDR: 0.37

FDR: 0.44
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EM

–

BP Discrete BP

(m=1)

( C = 2)

HR: 0.83

HR: 0.79

FDR: 0.26

FDR: 0.31

HR: 0.60

HR: 0.77

FDR: 0.36

FDR: 0.42

HR: 0.85

HR: 0.81

FDR: 0.49

FDR: 0.55

HR: 0.77

HR: 0.75

FDR: 0.36

FDR: 0.39

HR: 0.91

HR: 0.78

FDR: 0.38

FDR: 0.39
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EM – BP Discrete BP
(m = 1)

(C=2)

HR: 0.73

HR: 0.74

FDR: 0.39

FDR: 0.45

HR: 0.74

HR: 0.76

FDR: 0.37

FDR: 0.42

HR: 0.72

HR: 0.61

FDR: 0.38

FAR: 0.43

HR: 0.80

HR: 0.74

FDR: 0.37

FDR: 0.43

HR: 0.41

HR: 0.40

FDR: 0.29

FDR: 0.35

Table 1: Hit rate and False discovery rate for EMBP and discrete BP approaches
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We present these results for 18 frames and repeat the experiments for the case m =
2, 3, 5 (number of spatio-temporal BP iterations) and C = 3, 5, 7 and 10 (number of
states in discrete BP). Since we expect the binary threshold for optimal performance
to vary for each case in the discrete BP approach, we compare the average
performance of both the methods for different threshold values. To compare this
average performance, we first take the mean of the hit rates and false alarm rates
for the 18. Then, we generate a Receiver-Operator Characteristic (ROC) curve by
sweeping thresholds from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.01; i.e. given a belief image with belief
values between 0 and 1, we classify all the pixels with a belief value less than the
threshold as “no-motion” and those greater as “motion”. We generate the Hit-MissFalse alarm weight image for such a “thresholded” belief image and evaluate the
average hit rate and false positive rate for all 18 frames. This hit rate and false
positive rate can be represented as a point in the ROC-plane, which is a plot of the
true positive rate Vs. the false positive rate. The closer the performance is to the
point (0,1) (zero false alarm and hit rate of one) in the plot, the better is the
performance of the approach under the parameter setting. Thus, by sweeping the
thresholds from 0 to 1, we have an ROC curve for every parameter value of m and C
of both the approaches as shown in Figure 25.
From an initial look at the ROC curve, the discrete approach appears to perform
better than the EM-BP approach. This is mainly because all the false positive rates
(x-axis) are either at 0 or 1 for the discrete approach unlike the EM-BP method. This
behavior for FPR can be understood from two observations. Firstly, the typical
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number of true negative pixels in a given frame is ~76500 while those with false
alarms are ~100. Secondly, discrete-BP tends to set the beliefs of background pixels
to value close to 1/C. Therefore, the FPR for discrete-BP is 1 until a threshold of 1/C
and drops to 0 when it increases to a little over 1/C.
It is evident that the summary statistics from the ROC curves are misleading when
the number of pixels in the foreground and background are significantly different,
like in this case. In particular, information about the false alarm is suppressed in this
plot. Therefore, to provide a better insight into the performance of the two
algorithms, we plot the hit rate against the false discovery rate. We can observe that,
for example, the point at (0.007, 0.851) for C =2 in the ROC curve seems to wrongly
imply that the optimal performance is observed in that case, while it actually
corresponds to (0.7351, 0.851) in Figure 25.
For the given dataset, we observe from the second set of experiments that our
proposed EM-BP approach consistently offers better hit rate and false alarm
performance than the discrete-BP approach. We observe a small improvement in
performance from C = 2 to 10 for the discrete-BP approach. A similar improvement
is observed for m = 1 to 2, while no significant improvement in performance was
observed by increasing m to 3 and 5.
The results of these experiments suggest that the EM-BP approach is the better
method for performing moving object detection for the given dataset. A future
extension of this work would be to validate these results on other datasets with
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readily available ground truth labels and study the variation of performance with
parameter m on these datasets.

Figure 24: ROC Curves for discrete and EM BP approaches
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Figure 25: Average performance of EM BP and discrete BP for different parameters

4.2.5 COMPUTATIONAL EFFORT
Table 2 provides details about the computational effort of each approach. All the
experiments were performed in Matlab R2010a on an Intel core 2 Duo, 2.4 Ghz
processor. The EM-BP algorithm is executed until the difference between means and
variances of the joint compatibility function for successive M-steps are less than a
threshold of 0.0001. Similarly, the discrete-BP algorithm is stopped when the
maximum difference of belief values between successive iterations is less than a
threshold of 0.001. This is typically between 6 to 8 iterations, as shown in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Convergence of belief values for discrete-BP (shown for three different pixels)

For data set 2 (Seq 5b), the discrete-BP algorithm was executed for an average of
7.427 iterations (C=2), 7.133 iterations (C=5) and 6.720 iterations for C =10.
As expected, the fastest run time is observed for the discrete case (C = 2). However,
if we consider the time taken to run each loop, the performance of the EM BP
approach is comparable to the discrete case, in spite of the additional preprocessing and parameter estimation steps. Thus, we can infer that the approach
proposed can be a computationally similar alternative to the discrete approach.
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Approach Dataset1
overall
time (s)
Whiteout
75 frames

Dataset1
time per
iteration
(s)

Dataset2
time per
iteration
(s)

0.308

Dataset2
overall
time (s)
Seq 5b
726
frames
1051.237

Dataset3
time per
iteration
(s)

0.362

Dataset3
overall
time (s)
Seq 1b
1480
frames
2255.534

EM – BP
m=1
EM – BP
m=2
Discrete
BP
C=2
Discrete
BP
C=5
Discrete
BP
C = 10

92.468
135.450

0.258

1483.992

0.292

3222.103

0.311

53.595

0.096

585.764

0.109

1639.846

0.149

84.663

0.158

787.797

0.177

2010.409

0.190

113.100

0.224

1348.124

0.276

3013.380

0.303

0.381

Table 2: Comparison of computational effort

To summarize, this chapter detailed the experiments performed on three video
datasets and compared the performance of different motion estimation approaches
shown in Table 2. The EM BP approach provides better classification results in
terms of hit rate and false alarm rates when compared to discrete BP for dataset 2
(Sequence 5b). Computationally, the proposed approach is fast and has similar runtime with the discrete case. The next chapter presents concluding remarks on this
approach along with directions for future work.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presents a framework for detecting moving objects using graphical
models. It extends an earlier discrete BP approach by considering soft motion
detection and parameterized joint compatibility functions. By replacing the E-step
with spatio-temporal BP and using the M-step to estimate the values of the jointcompatibility function parameters, we have addressed the dual problems of state
labeling and parameter estimation in a unified, EM – like framework. The proposed
approach is first tested on synthetic data to study its convergence. The generality of
the approach is then validated by testing it on real world sequences. Experiments
are performed to study the accuracy of the method, sensitivity to parameters and
the computational effort involved. Both the qualitative and the quantitative results
comparing the approach with discrete BP show that the proposed approach offers a
fast, accurate method to detect moving objects. It was found that the proposed
approach outperformed discrete BP for the OTCBVS dataset 5b.
A future extension of this work is to evaluate the results for a broad array of
different motion detection data sets. In particular, a detailed investigation of the role
played by the number of spatio-temporal BP iterations in the EM – BP approach is
required by studying it on other datasets. Another extension would be studying the
performance of the EM – BP approach for various values of the decay parameter in
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our pairwise compatibility function, similar to the procedure used to obtain the ROC
curve for different belief thresholds. Furthermore, efforts can also be made to learn
the decay parameter by incorporating external information like time lag, velocity
and size of the moving object. Lastly, it is expected that a mixture of Gaussians could
represent the true joint-compatibility function better than a unimodal Gaussian.
Improving this framework to include such multi-modal distributions could be an
important extension.

APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF PARAMETER UPDATES IN THE M – STEP
Let ̅ (

̅(

be the normalized beliefs for the no-motion and motion

states respectively for a pixel i. Let

be the respective means and

variances for the joint-compatibility function of the two states. Then, the parameter
update equations in the M-step are obtained by taking derivatives of the expected
log-likelihood with respect to the parameters and setting them to zero. Since only
the second term of the equation depends on

, we need to take

derivatives for that term alone.
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for this model are not a part of our formulation, so we

do not derive their update equation.
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